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Performers with ‘Spark!’, an LED-illuminated theatrical drumming ensemble, leave after entertaining the public during the annual ‘Light Night Leeds’ festival of visual arts in the centre of Leeds, northern England. — AFP

People crowd at the Saint Vitus Cathedral
as the coffin of Czech singer Karel Gott is
transported after a funeral mass in the
Saint Vitus Cathedral at the Prague Castle,
in Prague. — AFP

Thousands of tearful fans spent hours queuing outside
a palace in Prague on Friday to bid farewell to Czech
pop icon Karel Gott who died from leukaemia aged

80. “I always dreaded the day he’d be gone and when I
heard the news of his death, my world fell to pieces,” Pavel
Sychra, a fitter who travelled to Prague from the eastern
city of Vyskov, said. Dubbed “Sinatra of the East” and the
“Golden Voice of Prague”, Gott died on October 1 after

undergoing treatment for leukemia.
On Saturday, a funeral ceremony with state honors and

a requiem are scheduled to take place at Prague Castle’s
St Vitus Cathedral. The first mourners arrived at the Zofin
palace on an island in central Prague on Thursday after-
noon and stayed the night. City officials have restricted
public transport and boosted police presence in the area.
Loudspeakers at the palace played Gott’s songs on Friday

while fans bearing flowers and presents patiently waited in
line.

Once inside, they bowed to a coffin set beneath a large
photograph of the singer who was also extremely popular
in neighboring Germany. “I’m sorry, I can’t,” said a young
woman from Berlin who rejected an interview request
before bursting into tears. “He was a good man. When I
listen to his songs again now, I realize how... he sang from
his heart,” Berta Prasilova, a psychologist from the central
city of Mlada Boleslav, said. The mourners have until 2000
GMT to pay their respects but the palace may remain
open longer if necessary.

Smaller tributes were also organized across the Czech
Republic. Gott was known as “Divine Karel” for his impec-
cable tenor voice, and had been voted the most popular
singer 42 times in the annual Golden Nightingale poll of
Czech music fans. He released almost 300 records and
CDs, selling tens of millions of copies. Although his hits
included cover versions of The Beatles’s “From Me To
You” and Roy Orbison’s “Pretty Woman”, most of his
songs were written by Czech songwriters.

Born on July 14, 1939, Gott trained as an electrical
mechanic before studying to be an opera singer. He rose
to stardom in the 1960s while touring the US and what
was then West Germany, and represented Austria in the
Eurovision song contest.

Gott, who was also a skilled painter and an occasional
actor, won international awards including in Germany,
Poland and Russia.—AFP

Propelled to fashion fame by Beyonce, an African
clothing designer plans to expand production in
Senegal and train local tailors to translate her

brand’s success into jobs, she said. Sarah Diouf’s Tongoro
designs gained an international following after the super-
star wore her patterned dresses and wide-leg pants on
vacation in Italy last year, causing sales to nearly triple.
The 31-year-old was then asked to make a custom design
for Beyonce, who wore a Tongoro suit and dressed her
dancers in its jewellery in her “Spirit” music video for “The
Lion King” film.

R&B singer Alicia Keys and British model Naomi
Campbell have also been spotted in Tongoro, whose
pieces are sold online for about 200 euros ($220). But
rising demand for “Made in Africa” fashion has not yet
benefited many people at home, said Diouf, who employs

only seven tailors so far. With more local training and
online sales, she thinks Senegal’s nascent clothing indus-
try can grow.

“We have so much talent, but I think we just need a lit-
tle bit more structure to take it to the next level,” said
Diouf in an interview in the Senegalese capital, Dakar. “For
me, the Beyonce storyline is opening the conversation and
opening doors.” Diouf started her brand in 2016 after
going back and forth between Dakar and Paris and realiz-
ing that her friends in France were eager to buy the
clothes she had made in Senegal.

Dakar is known for its vibrant fashion scene but most
tailors are self-taught, work on street corners and have no
way to reach a wider customer base. After Tongoro was
featured in Elle and Vogue magazines, Diouf recognized its
potential to sell worldwide. She plans to scale up next year

and eventually open a production facility with 100 to 150
tailors. “I feel like, for so long, everything that comes from
Africa has been associated with bad quality,” she said. “It
was important for me to push that narrative forward, to
say, you can actually buy something from Africa that is not
cliche ... but something that can be modern and youthful.”

The challenges are big. Senegalese tailors are not used
to producing en masse, and selling clothes online is a rela-
tively new idea for locals, said Diouf. If more African busi-
nesses embraced e-commerce it could be a game-changer
for expanding their reach, she said. “In Dakar there are
more and more emerging brands,” said Diouf. “I think with
the new generation, especially because we’re more keen
on digital, things are slowly changing.” Her biggest mar-
kets are currently Nigeria, South Africa and Ghana but she
hopes to lower prices as the company grows and become

an African version of Zara, the giant Spanish chain.
“To scale, I will have to invest in training. I think this is

the next challenge for ‘Made in Africa’,” she said. “We
have a lot of artisans with great skills and talent, but when
it comes to scale we cannot afford to have one item not
looking alike.” Other West African designers have recog-
nised the same need. Sophie Sy, who recently launched the
Senegalese brand BAAX, plans to open a tailoring school
in Dakar next year. Diouf said she hopes the attention on
her brand will lead to more respect for and investment in
other African businesses too. “It’s very important for me to
create an ecosystem where everyone can benefit from
what I do,” she said. — Reuters 

Time magazine on Thursday named a top Brazilian
drag queen and LGBT+ advocate as one of 10
young people “changing the world” in its biannu-

al list. Pabllo Vittar, a 24-year-old Brazilian drag pop
singer, was included alongside other rising stars from
around the world such as rapper Stormzy in Time’s
roster of “Next Generation Leaders.” Vittar “has
established herself as someone to watch on many
fronts...using her platform as a musical star to demand
equality for LGBT communities in Brazil and beyond,”
the U.S. magazine said.

The drag performer, who identifies as gay and gen-
derfluid, has become something of an internet sensa-
tion in recent years, racking up half a billion Spotify
streams and a billion YouTube views as well as garner-
ing nine million Instagram followers. Vittar has also col-
laborated with major international artists like Charli
XCX and Major Lazer, whose popular song “Sua
Cara” featuring Vittar was nominated for a Latin
Grammy award last year - a first for a drag artist.

The young Brazilian’s prominence has become par-
ticularly significant since the election last year of
President Jair Bolsonaro, who once described himself
as a “proud” homophobe and has taken steps to clamp
down on LGBT+ expression. “I feel really ashamed to
be a Brazilian sometimes because of this president,”
Vittar told Time. “People are dying. People are having
their homes and rights taken away,” she said.

While its Supreme Court ruled in June that homo-
phobia and transphobia are crimes, Brazil remains a
deeply religious country where both the Catholic
Church and the popular evangelical Christian move-
ment frequently criticize gay rights. It is also one of the
world’s deadliest countries for LGBT+ people, with
320 gay and trans people murdered there last year,
according to watchdog group Grupo Gay da Bahia.
LGBT+ rights campaigners welcomed Time’s
announcement as coming at a particularly precarious
time.—Reuters


